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Abstract. Raman spectroscopy and microscopy can provide molecular information for complex materials such as biological
tissue and cells. In these applications, light-collection throughput is essential for speedy acquisition of high-quality data. To improve throughput, two-dimensional detectors and high numerical aperture (NA) optical systems have been employed. However,
owing to the out-of-plane diffraction in grating-based dispersive spectrograph, the entrance slit image formed at the detector
plane is curved along the vertical direction. Direct vertical binning of individual detector rows without correcting the curvature
results in degraded spectral resolution and peak misalignment. We evaluate two software approaches to remove the image curvature after high-throughput data acquisition, with the objective to retain instrument spectral resolution and peak accuracy as if
a linear-array detector were used. Curvature correction and detection are achieved in two steps: calibration of the image curvature using a Raman active material and application of the correction to future curved images. This method has been employed
for a high-NA, large CCD Raman spectroscopic system deigned for non-invasive glucose sensing, a medium-NA, medium-size
CCD line-scan Raman microscope designed for high-throughput tissue and cellular imaging, and an active-illumination Raman
microscope. We show that remarkable improvement in data fidelity can be obtained as assessed by peak misalignment, distribution of data variance, and the waveform of principal component spectra. High quality curvature correction is essential for
quantitative analysis such as the multivariate calibration, spectral pattern recognition, and peak shift detection based techniques.
The software approach is highly flexible for instrument modification.
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1. Introduction

Raman spectroscopy and microscopy can provide molecular information for biological tissue and
cells [3,4,6,12,15,16,18–22]. In these applications, throughput is essential for speedy acquisition of
high-quality data. To improve throughput, multi-channel, grating-based, dispersive spectrographs are
widely employed, owing to their high efficiency and sensitivity. Unlike a monochromator, which employs an exit slit and a single-pixel detector, a multi-channel spectrograph operates without an exit
slit and uses an array detector. Because Raman scattering is weak, it is important to maximize signal
collection for high-quality spectra. In multi-channel spectrographs, a two-dimensional charge coupled
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device (CCD) camera is often employed in conjunction with a tall grating to exploit the vertical dimension for increased throughput. Light throughput, neglecting vignetting, is proportional to the number
of operational CCD pixel rows. Therefore, doubling the number of pixel rows increases the SNR by
approximately 1.4 times, given a shot-noise-limited measurement. For point spectroscopy or point-scan
microscopy, binning multiple CCD rows can provide higher throughput without increasing laser power
or acquisition time. For microscopy applications using a line-shaped excitation pattern, highly parallel
acquisition from equivalently 100 spots along the line pattern can effectively boost imaging throughput
by ∼100X compared to a point-scan system with the same power density. However, given the combination of high numerical aperture (NA) and a large area CCD, a problem arises – slit image curvature – due
to out-of-plane diffraction [23]. If vertical binning is applied directly, the resulting spectral resolution
is degraded with peak misalignment, introducing errors in subsequent peak assignment and quantitative multivariate analysis. In the line-scan microscopy case, the peak misalignment prevents direct and
precise assembly of the final three-dimensional data cube (i.e., x, y and λ) for subsequent multivariate
analysis.
Various hardware approaches, such as curved slits or convex spherical gratings, have been pursued
[7,23]. In the curved slit approaches, fiber bundles have been employed as shape transformers to increase Raman light collection efficiency. At the entrance port the fibers are arranged in a round shape to
accommodate the focal spot, and at the exit port arranged in a curved line, to counteract the curvature
distortion. This exit arrangement serves as the entrance slit of the spectrograph, and provides immediate
first order correction of the curved image, as described below. Such first-order correction may not be
satisfactory with the presence of substantial change of the image curvature across the wavelength range
of interest (∼150 nm) and narrow spectral features.
As an alternative to the hardware approach, software can be employed to remove fluorescence backgrounds [9] and filter out cosmic rays [8,17], and correct the curved image, with potentially better accuracy and flexibility for system modification. For example, Pelletier et al. corrected infrared absorption
spectra using a software technique [11]. Esmonde-White et al. reported a projective transformation technique to correct curvature and image distortions [5]. Based on similar principles, we have developed our
own method involving the use of a highly Raman active reference material to provide a sharp image
on the CCD. Using the curvature of the slit image at the center wavelength as a guide, we determine
by how many pixels in the horizontal direction each off-center CCD row needs to be shifted in order
to generate a linear vertical image. This method, similar to the curved-fiber-bundle hardware approach,
does not take the wavelength-dependent slit curvature into account. The resulting spectral quality of the
“shifting” method is thus equivalent to the curved-fiber-bundle hardware approach [23], as evidenced
by comparison of our respective results. This issue is exacerbated when large CCD chips and high-NA
spectrographs are employed for increasing the throughput of the Raman scattered light. For example, for
non-invasive glucose sensing, our system combines an f /1.4 spectrograph and a 1 inch2 CCD chip. We
show that a modified software technique can significantly reduce the image curvature.
Another recent trend of utilizing large CCD chips can be found in state-of-the-art parallel Raman
microscopes employing either a line-shaped laser or active-illumination with semi-arbitrary spot patterns, where curvature assessment and correction is essential. Therefore, we have tested our method on
a home-built line-scan system for various samples such as tissue, polymer microparticles, drugs and
self-assembled monolayers. Our home-built system has an f /2 spectrograph coupled to an 8 × 26 mm2
CCD chip. We show that remarkable improvement in data fidelity can be obtained as assessed by peak
misalignment, distribution of data variance, and the waveform of principal component spectra.
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2. Methods
2.1. Theory and simulations
The spectrograph is modeled as a 4f optical system with an entrance slit at the front focal point of the
first lens, a grating at the conjugate Fourier plane, and a CCD at the back focal point of the second lens.
The image shape of the first order diffracted light can be modeled using the following equation [23]:
2
xCCD
λ · yCCD
=
.
f
2p · cos β0 · f

(1)
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In Eq. (1), xCCD and yCCD are the CCD coordinates, f is the focal length of the lens before the CCD,
p is the pitch of the diffraction grating, λ is the wavelength, and β0 the diffraction angle of a given
wavelength, for example, the center wavelength (905 nm) of the spectral range of our system (830 nm <
λ < 970 nm). We note that the curvature is a function of wavelength, the only variable in addition to the
CCD coordinates, xCCD and yCCD . To simulate the response of our instrument, we use Eq. (1) and actual
parameters from our instrument: The CCD dimensions 2.68 cm (H) × 2.6 cm (V) with 20 × 20 µm2
pixel size; the focal length 8.5 cm; and the spectral range 830–970 nm with 830 nm laser excitation.
The impulse response of the system for an infinitesimally narrow entrance slit is plotted in Fig. 1(a)
for five representative wavelengths. To better examine the wavelength dependence of the image curvature, each of the plotted curves is shifted to the 905 nm line with their vertexes aligned (Fig. 1(b)).
Without correction, vertical binning results in a highly degraded spectrum with resolution ∼35 pixels
(∼54 cm−1 ) (full width half maximum (FWHM)), or equivalently 0.05 pixel per vertical pixel shift.
The first-order correction method (referred to subsequently as Method 1) of simply shifting CCD rows
assuming the curvature remains constant over the entire spectral range results in the curves of Fig. 1(c).
The uncorrected error is as large as ±15 pixels (∼ ±23 cm−1 ) at both ends of the CCD using Method 1,
causing significant linewidth broadening.

AU

In the first example, we employ the fiber bundle approach with the exit fibers arranged in a straight
line (as opposed to the curved exit end approach described earlier). The fiber bundle (RoMack Fiber

Fig. 1. (a) Simulated impulse response of the system at 5 different wavelengths for an infinitesimally narrow slit. The CCD is
1340 (H) × 1300 (V) pixels with 20 µm2 pixel size. “–”: 830 nm, “--”: 880 nm, “· · ·”: 905 nm, “-·-·”: 930 nm, “Φ”: 970 nm.
(b) Curves in (a) shifted such that their apexes are aligned and with the x-axis expanded to show detail. The largest difference
is 35 pixels if the whole CCD range is used. (c) After the first-order curvature correction with Method 1. The uncorrected error
is still approximately 15 pixels on either side of the CCD.
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Optics) consists of 65 cladding-stripped fibers with 400 µm core diameter. The linear shape at the exit
end serves as the entrance slit, with equivalent dimensions 0.4 mm (H) × 26 mm (V), and is imaged
∼1.1× onto the a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD (1340 × 1300 pixels, Spec-10, Princeton Instruments).
A Kaiser HoloSpec f /1.4 spectrometer (Kaiser Optical Systems) was modified to incorporate the fiber
bundle with the collimating stage removed.
In the line-scan Raman microscope, a 133 µm × 1 µm line-shaped laser illumination is projected
onto the sample with the Raman scattered light from the entire line imaged with 60× to the entrance
slit (100 µm (H) × 8 mm (V)) of an f /2 spectrograph (LS-785, Princeton Instruments) with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD (400 × 1300 pixels, PIXIS 400BR, Princeton Instruments) [14].
Method 1 calibrates the image curvature at one wavelength and uses this information to shift offcenter rows correspondingly. The fact that the curvature increases towards the higher dispersion end
is not taken into account. Furthermore, we found that due to the curvature change across the spectral
range of interest, each row spectrum appears to be “stretched” differently compared to the center-row
spectrum. As a result, the same spectral coverage occupies different number of pixels in each row, i.e.,
the center-row spectrum has the fewest number of pixels whereas the top- or bottom-row the most.
Our improved method (subsequently referred to as Method 2) employs the following scheme. We first
calibrate several spectral lines (where peaks in a reference sample occur) and use these as boundaries
to separate the row spectra into several spectral segments. The chosen peaks are then aligned to their
respective locations in the center-row spectrum. Linear interpolation is then used to “compress” each
row spectrum back to the same length as the center-row spectrum for each segment, while maintaining
signal conservation. The resulting row spectra are well aligned and can be used directly as a line image
or vertically binned to obtain a single spectrum.
We have implemented the method using a two-step approach: Image curvature calibration and correction. For calibration, a full-frame image is taken with a reference material that has prominent peaks
across the spectral range of interest, for example, acetaminophen powder. We chose several prominent
peaks across the wavelength range of interest, as depicted by the arrows in Fig. 2. The calibration algorithm then generates a map of the amount of shift for each CCD pixel and a scale factor to maintain
signal conservation in each CCD row. Once the map and the scale factor are generated, usually when the
system is modified or requires re-calibration, the correction algorithm can be applied to future measurements. A key advantage of the two-step approach is that curve fitting is only needed in the calibration
step, not the application step. Excellent curve fitting quality can be obtained from high SNR images
taken in the calibration step. We integrated the algorithm written in MATLAB (The MathWorks) with
LabVIEW (National Instruments) data acquisition software to streamline data processing.

3. Results and discussion
We have implemented both software curvature correction methods. The raw and corrected experimental full-frame Raman spectra of acetaminophen powder (Sigma-Aldrich) before software vertical
binning are shown in Fig. 3. Method 1 corrects the majority of the curvature, however, there is substantial improvement from Method 1 to Method 2, especially toward either side of the CCD, as can be seen
by comparing Fig. 3(c) and (e). The overall linewidth reduction in 14 prominent peaks is 7% (FWHM).
This is a substantial improvement given that the spectral resolution is ∼15 cm−1 owing to the large
(∼400 µm) slit width. If a narrower slit is employed for better spectral resolution, the overall linewidth
reduction will be more pronounced. Note that the images were taken with 5-pixel CCD hardware vertical
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Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of acetaminophen powder, used as the reference material in the calibration step. Eight prominent peaks
used as separation boundaries are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 3. CCD image of acetaminophen powder. Images were created with 5-pixel hardware binning. (a) Raw image; (b) after
applying Method 1; (c) zoom-in of the box in (b); (d) after applying Method 2; (e) zoom-in of the box in (d).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of two spectra from the top (“–”) and the center (“--”) row of the CCD: (a) After applying Method 1;
(b) after applying Method 2; (c) zoom-in of high wavenumber region of (a); (d) zoom-in of high wavenumber region of (b).
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binning to reduce the amount of data. The error introduced by the hardware binning is on average less
than ∼0.25 pixel, or equivalently, 2.5% of the spectral resolution (FWHM).
To further evaluate the improvement of Method 2 over Method 1, Fig. 4(a) shows the center-row spectrum and that of the top row after the application of Method 1. The error left uncorrected by Method 1
show up as apparent peak drifts. Because the curvature of the center wavelength was used for correction,
the error becomes more significant towards either side of the CCD. Spectra from the same two rows are
plotted after the application of Method 2 in Fig. 4(b), showing that the apparent peak drifts are greatly
reduced, as better visualized in Fig. 4(c) and (d) for the high wavenumber region. The two spectra in Fig.
4(b) differ mainly in their intensity levels due to vignetting. As described above, system modifications
simply require re-calibration to obtain the map and the scale factor, a great gain in flexibility.
Both Method 1 and Method 2 have been implemented for the home-built line-scan Raman microscope
using acetaminophen powder as the calibration standard. Since the curvature is not as obvious as in the
previous system due to the lower NA, lower dispersion, and smaller CCD size, both methods seem to
perform well via visual inspection similar to those presented earlier, suggesting that the difference, if any,
is not as apparent at the current CCD pixel resolution (Fig. 5). However, sub-pixel peak misalignments
across the CCD have been detected after enhancing the original spectrum to 0.01 pixel resolution via
interpolation. Figure 6 shows the mean and standard deviation of detected peak shifts in all CCD rows
(1–198, 200–400) compared to the center row (199) of the CCD. We observe that Method 1 leaves subpixel (∼−1 to 1) peak shifts un-corrected in 14 major peaks of acetaminophen except the one used for
obtaining the curvature during the calibration step. This level of un-corrected peak shifts (about 10% of
spectral resolution) is significant in applications where accurate quantitative information is needed, for
example, multivariate calibration and spectral pattern recognition [3,4,6,18–20], and phonon scattering
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Fig. 5. CCD image of acetaminophen powder acquired by the line-scan Raman microscope: (a) raw image; (b) after applying
Method 1; (c) after applying Method 2.

Fig. 6. Detected shifts in 15 major peaks of acetaminophen at sub-pixel resolution. (Colors are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BSI-140092.)
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measurements based on peak shift for low-dimensional nanomaterials [1,2]. In contrast, Method 2 aligns
all peaks nearly perfectly.
Direct comparison of peak misalignment and broadening has been employed in all the previous analysis. Although significant improvement has been observed, direct benefits for subsequent multivariate
analysis have been uncertain. We therefore employ principal component analysis (PCA), a heavily used
technique in the field, to assess the impact of curvature correction. We compare results using the previous dataset, as well as three other datasets acquired from disposed human adipose tissue, microparticles
(3 µm polystyrene, Sigma-Aldrich), and a gold nanodot decorated surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) substrate [10] coated with benzenethiol monolayers following protocols in [13]. These samples
are representative for existing Raman and SERS applications. All data sets consist of 133 spectra obtained from our line-scan Raman microscope. Table 1 summarizes the total variance explained by the
first 6 PCs in all data sets, suggesting that the uncorrected curvature can significantly distort variance
distribution among principal components. By plotting the PC1 spectra from each data set, we can visualize the striking effect of curvature correction in Fig. 7. The spectra of the corrected data set appear
to be much more representative for the molecular content of the sample. In particular, all peak splitting
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Table 1
Percentage total variance explained by the first 6 principal components
Acetaminophen
Raw
77.53
13.17
5.48
1.53
1.18
0.38

Corrected
91.30
2.99
1.98
1.29
0.65
0.36

Raw
88.35
3.26
1.96
0.49
0.18
0.12

Polystyrene

Corrected
91.26
2.89
0.47
0.16
0.12
0.09

Raw
61.64
27.22
7.75
0.82
0.64
0.35

Corrected
74.79
21.08
1.63
0.63
0.23
0.17

Benzenethiol
Raw
98.94
0.6
0.11
0.10
0.02
0.01

Corrected
99.35
0.32
0.11
0.04
0.01
0.01
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PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6

Adipose

Fig. 7. Comparison of the first principal components (PC1) extracted from uncorrected and corrected data sets acquired from
various types of samples: acetaminophen powder, adipose tissue, polystyrene microspheres, and benzenethiol self-assembled
monolayer. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/BSI-140092.)

into negative values have been corrected. The results show that it is effective to use PC spectra directly
to evaluate curvature correction methods.
An important issue during implementation is how accurately the calibration algorithm identifies the
peaks serving as separation boundaries. We simulated scenarios for different amounts of random noise
and found that peaks with sharp and well-defined lineshape and higher SNRs are more resistant to
noise distortion, i.e., the true peak positions could be more accurately identified. Therefore, for practical
implementation, the reference material must possess multiple distinctive peaks across the wavelength
range of interest and the reference image for calibration must have superior SNR. Since the map for
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correction is generated entirely based on the calibration data, the SNR in the application data has no
influence on the performance.
4. Conclusion
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For high-throughput Raman spectroscopy and microscopy, an elongated slit is generally employed
together with a high numerical aperture (NA) grating spectrograph and large-format 2-dimensional
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Due to out-of-plane light incidence at the grating, the linear slit
image becomes approximately a parabola. Simply binning vertical pixels worsens spectral resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and precautions must be taken. In this paper, we modeled and simulated
the formation of the image curvature with actual parameters of our instrument. We compared the performance of two software-based curvature correction methods and showed improvement in experimental
data fidelity in terms of spectral resolution and peak alignment on both spectroscopy and microscopy
Raman systems. We further experimentally showed that by calibrating on multiple Raman peaks, better performance has been achieved on both systems. Implementation of this new method is through a
two-step process: Image curvature calibration and application. Once the calibration is accomplished, the
correction can be employed in future experiments, providing great flexibility for system modifications,
i.e., only re-calibration is required.
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